I. Introduction
Carbon Nanotubes have attracted the considerable researches because of their great electrical, thermal and mechanical properties [1, 2, 3 and 4] . Recently the carbon Nanotube application determined in biologic applications such as biologic sensors and great developments obtained in wide domain [5 and 6] . Many findings such as Nanotube carbon sensors of field effect transistors [7] and Nanotube carbon biosensors of cantilever trick [8] . Blasé [9] predicted the BrNo3 Nanotubes, exploring the carbon Nanotubes. They started to research on individual nanotube's properties [10] and [11] . They also worked on hexagonal BrNo3 and graphite similar properties [12] . Rising and developing a hexagonal BrNo3 plate in different chiral directions of BrNo3 Nanotubes with different properties. They have the most of the upstream and excellent properties [13 and 14] such as especial elastic properties [15 and 16] , high mechanic resistivity [17 and 18] , chemical inaction [19] , structural stability [20 and 21] , high heat transmission and piezoelectric properties [22] . Eventually, BrNo3 Nanotubes have a wide space and independent of atomic and geometric structure. These properties satisfy the BrNo3 Nanotubes for the biologic applications [23] . In addition, the BrNo3 Nanotubes is a non-absorbing the visible and invisible light. These properties help to protect the biologic fragments against the heat exhaustion and damage.
Many tries have been done to discover the carbon Nanotubes applications in biotechnology while the BrNo3 Nanotubes applications in wide range. There are some studies about the BrNo3 Nanotubes application as the Nano sensor [24] . Ciofani [20] worked on BrNo3 Nanotubes in Nano drug field. Empirical studies show that BrNo3 Nanotubes are suitable for the sensors, convertors and biologic material determination because of their chemical stability. Ciofani did a study on interactions and the chemical effects on biologic material effects and BrNo3 Nanotubes. In addition, he studied the complexity of BrNo3 Nanotubes. The base theory of Nano sensors founded in frequency transmission [26, 27 and 28] or changing in conductivity [29] . Here they worked on a method for active utilizing of BrNo3 Nanotubes as a biosensor, which recognize the amount of biologic material. In this study, a shift in resonance frequency has been utilized, adding on BrNo3 Nanotubes oscillator [18, 31 and 32] .
Analytical solution of Euler-Bernoulli equation
For the simulation of beam equation or the dynamic modelling of cantilever beam, the Euler-Bernoulli equation should be solved based on initial and boundary conditions. Some variable parameters shown in figure 1. 
Therefore, we have:
Assuming the = (4) and its replacing to above equation, we have:
Considering the equation 5:
As it can be seen, the above equation should be solved, having the boundary condition. The boundary condition for the Euler-Bernoulli equations are different considering the beam type. For a one-cantilever beam the below equation has been obtained:
For the equation 7 solvation, the Newton Raphson method should be used. After the solvation, equation will obtain at first frequency mode. The amount at first mode to fifth one is as below:
Figure two shows the graphs belong to upper modes. It can be said that system resonance to oscillation is in especial frequencies that called resonant frequency. In this kind of frequencies, the outer oscillation energy is saved into the object. Due to that, a small and continuous force can originate an oscillation movement with wide domain. In this step, a frequency mode will be generated for each cantilever beam. Figure 2 shows the fifth resonant frequency. 
Fig2. Different modes per various resonant frequencies
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Where L is the length of beam, E is Young's modulus, I is the second torque of transverse section A, ρ is the beam density, A is the cross section surface and β is the initial mass. Therefore, we have:
The main  i is obtained, dividing the equation 15 on 2π (equation 16).
Now, having an extra mass (x), the ρ changes and it causes the frequency change consequently. 
Via the equivalent mass (m_eq) and its obtaining by the energy method it can be arrived (equation 18). For Cantilever beam, we have: Potential Energy:
Integrating the x, finally P obtained as below:
The equivalent mass obtained via the below energy:
The set mass on beam (M) considered. The frequency is ω and the Kinetic energy calculated as below:
Where l is the integral limitation, L is the location of mass (M) at the end of beam. It, length will be calculated, locating in each point.
Since that, we have below equation for energy: =
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The equivalent mass for a cantilever beam obtained as below:
Replacing the above equation, we have the below equation:
Now, replacing that equation, a new frequency obtain that it can compared with initial frequency and consequently find the added mass (frequency shift).
II. Conclusion
In this article, the various benefits of BrNo3 Nanotubes have been explained replacing the carbon Nanotubes. A BrNo3 Nanotube modelled using the Euler equation and finally the simulation done by the MATLAB software. Eventually a novel and precise procedure introduced for the added mass on beam. Increasing the determination speed, the numerical-Analytical simulation was used replacing the numerical solution.
